Comments from September 29th Public and CIC Meetings
EA Building Concepts Evaluation Criteria
CIC Meeting
Card #1
“Do not preclude extending SH82 pedestrian tunnel from extending into terminal”
Card #2
"Need to plane view and roof" - regarding Optimizing Views
"Energy with windows?" - regarding Sustainable Design
"Great"- regarding Prioritizing the Passenger Experience
"Green roof?"- regarding Being A Good Neighbor
"Can this be built onto?" - regarding Build It Once, Build It Right
Card #4
"Dk - Don't know from Schematic” regarding Sustainable Design and Being A Good Neighbor
"Impacts to community, traffic, food, hotels, energy should be modeled as soon as feasible. Train to train,
Evs for rent Leave models on display at Library, encourage public input."
Card #5
"Design the terminal to, at least, be capable of incorporating public transportation into it for a system to
Aspen (3.0 mi) and underneath the new runway/or a system to Two Creeks (3.2 mi)"
Card #6
"Build it out 140k!"- regarding Build It Once, Build It Right
Card #7
"Concept 2 with parking at lower grade is favorable from Hwy 82"
Card #8
"Not enough information" regarding Sustainable Design
Card #11
"Love the Patio" regarding Strong Indoor-Outdoor Relationship for the Pavilion.
"The volume of the ridge concept allows for expansive views, enhancing indoor-outdoor relationship. I feel
this would be beneficial during periods of "holding".
“While I love the terrace of the Pavilion option, given that hold periods are primarily during bad weather,
would use of these spaces be optimized during passenger delays?”

“Sustainable design - pavilion is likely more sustainable because of the stacked floors. Less volume to
condition"
Card #12
"Not important to me” regarding Optimizing Views
“Too much glass on both buildings. ASE visitors got the view during their stay in ASE. Not important @the
Airport. Would happily trade views for more energy efficient designs".
Public Meeting
Card #1
"Ridge plan sits into site better; less grading. Ridge plan is also much cooler. Inspiring sculptural
architecture is awesome without being over the top".
Card #4
"Pavilion roof should be green color"
Card #6
"Love the plaza on the pavilion. Love the openness of the ridge - great design. I like the idea of optimizing
the space by lowering the grade of the pavilion design"

